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Except as noted, photos were taken of the Nyamat site and the
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Executive Summary and Recommendations
Yumbah Aquaculture Limited has applied for a Works Approval to
the Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA), a Planning
Permit to Glenelg Shire Council (GSC) and a Marine and Coastal Act
Consent to Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP) to establish an abalone farm in Dutton Way, Portland.
A community conference, held on 19 December 2018, was
conducted under Section 20B of the Environment Protection Act
1970. The conference provided an opportunity for community
members to raise and discuss issues, opinions and concerns about
the proposal. Key points raised by those attending have been
documented in this report.
Community concerns about this proposal were numerous and
varied, ranging from perceived direct impacts on local residents
through to those more broadly on the environment, tourism and
recreation.
EPA Victoria, Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
Glenelg Shire and the Applicant have critical roles to play in
acknowledging concerns and working with community members to
transparently and thoroughly explain how any potential impacts will
be negated.
The following recommendations are made in response to
community concerns as reported at the 20B Conference about the
proposal and are derived from suggestions made during the
conference or in submissions by those attending.
Adoption of the recommendations in this report will assist in
alleviating community concerns and improving community
engagement and relations with regulators and the Applicant.
4
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Accordingly, my overarching recommendations are that




due consideration is given by EPA Victoria, Glenelg Shire and
the Applicant to the recommendations contained in this
report, which reflect the issues and concerns of the
community as recorded at the conference, and
feedback is provided to submitters and conference
participants regarding the outcome of each
recommendation.

Based on community concerns and comments raised at the
conference the following additional recommendations are made.
Prior to determination of the Works Approval Application, the
following actions should be undertaken by EPA Victoria:
1. Seek expert review of hydrogeological and groundwater
chemistry assessments to ensure that there is no risk of
groundwater contamination. Make results publicly available,
with a plain English summary.
2. Request the Applicant to provide justification for maximising the
development’s footprint and to consider providing setbacks to
enable greater separation of the proposed development from
sensitive receptors.
3. Refer the Works Approval application to DELWP with a request
to consider and verify the nature and extent of the proposal’s
possible impact on marine ecology, particularly whales. The
assessment should consider the potential effects of vibration
(including during construction), intake (suction) and outlet
(discharge, temperature variation). Publish the results with a
plain English summary.
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4. Verify, through expert assessment, the nature and extent of
potential noise, odour, dust (including silica) and effluent
discharge and the likely ability of Yumbah to keep these within
SEPP, NIRV and other regulated limits, including during abnormal
conditions (e.g. plant breakdown, blackouts, extreme winds
etc.). Make results publicly available, with a plain English
summary.
5. Request the Applicant to clarify in detail how it will manage
potential environmental risks in the event of a significant event
requiring a temporary or permanent shutdown of operations
(e.g. due to disease, fire, offshore pollution, lack of cash flow or
liquidity).
6. Request the Applicant to clarify how it proposes to
decommission the farm, and the end state it proposes to return
the site to in the future. Furthermore, consider requiring a
Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan as a condition in the
Works Approval and/or licence.
7. Request the Applicant to develop plain English, transparent, fact
sheets about the proposal, answering relevant outstanding
questions, as detailed in this report. Efforts should be made to
ensure the documents are not written from a public relations
perspective but are developed with the purpose of building
community understanding. In particular, the following should be
explained:
7.1. The rationale for proposing the development at this
location given the concerns that community members have
expressed,
7.2. Potential nighttime lighting impacts,
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7.3. How noise, vibration, odour, dust (including silica) and
effluent discharge will be managed to ensure compliance
with regulated limits (including management of waste and
sediment),
7.4. Job and training opportunities and projections, including
any initiatives to favour local skills,
7.5. How site hydrology/drainage will be managed,
particularly with regard to the shallow water table,
frequent site flooding, the presence of the natural spring,
protection of groundwater quality etc,
7.6. The nature and timing of works to the rock seawall, and
how residences will be protected from inundation or storm
surges during construction,
7.7. How impacts of the intake/outlet pipes will be managed
during construction and operation, including impacts on
recreation (e.g. swimming, fishing), marine ecology (e.g.
temperature, nutrients, suction) and coastal dynamics
(movement of sand, how the pipes will be kept covered),
7.8. Side elevation/modelling to show what the completed
facility will look like.
8. Request the Applicant to justify extrapolation of data in
modelling of potential impacts given there is no comparable
facility.
9. Request the Applicant to provide consideration of the potential
for the proposal to affect (and be affected by) Port of Portland
sand bypassing operations and any future construction of
groynes along the foreshore at Dutton Way.
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Prior to determination of the Planning Permit Application, the
following actions should be undertaken by Glenelg Shire:
10. Refer the application to DELWP with a request to consider and
verify the nature and extent of the proposal’s possible impact on
marine ecology, particularly whales. The assessment should
consider the potential effects of vibration (including during
construction), intake (suction) and outlet (discharge,
temperature variation). Publish the results with a plain English
summary.
11. Require a Transport Impact Assessment that includes
11.1. local access for emergency services,
11.2. assessment of traffic movements into, out of and within
the site, including transport routes, number of traffic
movements and hours,
11.3. analysis of likely traffic impacts (noise, odour and
congestion) on the residential area, and
11.4. necessary road safety measures (such as signage, road
marking/widening etc)
12. Make the Cultural Heritage Management Plan publicly available.
13. Require a Heritage Assessment to ascertain significance of
remaining buildings on the site.
Should the Works Approval Application be approved, the following
actions should be undertaken by EPA Victoria:
14. Require (through a condition in the Works Approval and/or
licence) the Applicant to develop and implement a Construction
Environmental Management Plan that includes transparent
publication of noise, dust, odour and groundwater monitoring
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data in an easily understood format that demonstrates
compliance (or otherwise).
15. Engage an EPA-accredited auditor to verify compliance during
plant commissioning. Publish the results in an easily understood
format.
16. Require the development and ongoing implementation of a
Community Complaints Response Plan as a condition in the
Works Approval and/or Licence.
17. Develop an ongoing and authentic community engagement
vehicle (such as a Community Reference Committee) that has a
clear Terms of Reference and enables transparent sharing of
information and discussion of current and emerging issues and
community concerns (with the aim of resolution). This would
include input into ongoing design aspects with the purpose of
alleviating reasonable community concerns. The Committee
should be facilitated by an independent professional facilitator
with expertise in working with outrage.
18. Require (through a condition in the Works Approval and/or
licence) the Applicant to fund the appointment of an EPAaccredited auditor to provide ongoing technical assistance to the
Community Reference Committee.
19. Ensure that the odour and noise level guarantees during
construction, commissioning and ongoing operation are
enforced.
Should the Planning Permit Application be approved, the following
actions should be undertaken by Glenelg Shire:
20. Require (through a condition in the planning permit) screening
of the site through environmentally sensitive onsite and
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boundary planting (and other screening measures) with
requirements for maintenance and consideration given to
residents at elevated locations, neighbouring residents and users
of the Great South-West Walk.
21. Require (through a condition in the planning permit)
specification of lighting and hours of construction/operation to
minimise offsite impacts at night.
22. Consider the inclusion of a legally enforceable planning permit
condition (or a 173 Agreement if the desired functional outcome
cannot be secured by a planning permit condition) requiring
22.1. Development of a Decommissioning and Rehabilitation
Plan,
22.2. Return of the site to an agreed site or land use, and
22.3. Implementation of the Decommissioning and
Rehabilitation Plan within agreed timeframes.
23. Explain to community members:
23.1. the purposes of the Rural Living Zone and the extent to
which the proposal complies,
23.2. the extent to which the proposal complies with the
Victorian Coastal Strategy, and
23.3. the rationale for limiting development in the residential
area while enabling the proposal to proceed.

site to help build a better understanding of the realities of site
operations. Any engagement should be facilitated by someone
with expertise in community engagement and working with
outrage.
Regardless of whether the Works Approval Application is approved
or rejected, the following actions should be undertaken by EPA
Victoria:
25. Make this report available to all conference attendees.
Regardless of whether the Planning Permit Application is approved
or rejected, the following action should be undertaken by Glenelg
Shire:
26. Explain the implications of the State Government’s Amendment
VC150 to planning scheme definitions concerning animal
industries, including whether these had any impact on the
likelihood of the application to be approved.
27. Make the Planning Permit Assessment Report publicly available
following Council deliberation of this application.

Should the Planning Permit Application be approved, the following
actions should be undertaken by the Applicant:
24. Engage directly and genuinely with potential neighbours in the
Dutton Way area to better understand concerns and resolve
issues. This should include a site tour of the existing Narrawong
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1. Introduction and background
1.1

Summary of the application

Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA) accepted a Works
Approval application from Yumbah Aquaculture Limited (‘the
Applicant’) to build a $60 million abalone farm, ‘Yumbah Nyamat’,
on flat farmland at Lots 1 and 8, 315 Dutton Way, 6km from
Portland.
According to the Applicant, the proposal would see the construction
of a 1,000-tonne abalone farm and the creation of 330 jobs. Of
these, the Applicant states there will be 170 temporary construction
jobs and 160 permanent post-construction roles in management,
biology, farm labour, maintenance and food science.
The Applicant states this project has been designed to complement
the existing farm in Allestree, ‘Yumbah Narrawong’, which has
successfully operated within the local community for almost 20
years. As well as doubling Australia’s total farmed abalone output
and increasing the value of Victoria’s seafood production by 62%,
the Applicant states Yumbah Nyamat would generate more than $50
million annually for the local Portland economy.
Subject to stringent environment and planning approvals and raising
of funds, it is anticipated that construction of Yumbah Nyamat
would start on the Dutton Way site in early 2019 and finish by mid2023.
The Applicant states the low-lying site, protected from the ocean by
an existing rock wall, is ideally suited to “pump-ashore” aquaculture
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and is one of only a handful of available locations across the country
that meet these requirements1.
Under the Environment Protection Act 1970, activities associated
with the proposed farm trigger the requirement for a Works
Approval and waste discharge licence, issued by EPA Victoria. In
accordance with the Environment Protection (Scheduled Premises)
Regulations 2017, the Works Approval is triggered as the proposed
Yumbah Nyamat farm at Dutton Way is deemed to be Scheduled
Premises B03 (fish farms) which is described as:
Land based fish farms or other on-shore facilities for the
cultivation of edible aquatic organisms with a design water
flow rate of 0ꞏ2 or more megalitres per day, discharging to
inland waters; marine waters1.

1.2

Timelines and submissions

The Works Approval application was received by EPA on 29 October
2018, and on 31 October EPA and Glenelg Shire (GSC) jointly
advertised the Works Approval and Planning Permit applications. An
information session was held regarding the proposal and the
approval processes on 12 November, with submissions accepted
until 30 November2.
338 submissions were received in relation to the application. Of
these, 71% (or 240) were objections. Ten submissions were received
via both post and email; these duplicated submissions have been
counted once. All submissions received can be viewed at
https://engage.vic.gov.au/epa-works-approvals/yumbahaquaculture-works-approval-application
In addition, three petitions objecting to the proposal were received,
with 1295 signatories in total.

1

Yumbah Aquaculture Ltd (2018) Yumbah Nyamat Abalone Farm Works Approval
Application
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The 20B Conference

1.3

The Section 20B Conference was held from 5:45pm until 9pm on
Wednesday 19 December 2018 at the Civic Hall in Portland. The
purpose of the conference was:






For EPA and Glenelg Shire to gain a better understanding of
community concerns and issues that need to be considered;
To inform the public about the Works Approval and
planning permission applications, the assessment processes
and their current statuses3;
To identify potential resolutions for issues relating to the
application; and
For the community to raise any additional matters relevant
to GSC’s and EPA’s assessments.

The Conference was chaired by independent facilitator Jennifer
Lilburn of Kismet Forward.
Under section 20B(4) of the Environment Protection Act 1970,
‘The Authority shall take into consideration the discussions and
resolutions of any conference under this section and the
recommendation of any person presiding at that conference.’

This report

1.4

The key output of the Conference is this report documenting the key
issues, opinions and concerns of conference participants, along with
possible solutions to issues raised.
The brief for the 20B Conference Chair highlighted that the
Conference Report should:





Provide an independent perspective of the Conference;
Highlight issues raised during the Conference;
Identify issues that were resolved; and
Make recommendations about aspects that the Chair deems
as requiring scrutiny by EPA as it makes a decision on the
approval.

EPA Victoria and Glenelg Shire Council will consider this report in the
course of their respective assessments of Yumbah’s application.
It is highlighted that the author of this report neither agrees nor
disagrees with the comments made at the conference by community
members or the Applicant, and the comments included in this report
are made without endorsement or judgement of them or their
veracity but as a record of the comments made at the conference.
It is NOT within the scope of this report or the author to recommend
whether the application should be approved or rejected.

3

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning also briefed participants
about the process for Marine and Coastal Act consent.
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1.5

Invitations and attendance

1.6

Conference format

The conference was advertised on the Engage Victoria website
(engage.vic.gov.au) and invitations were sent to all people who had
lodged a submission to either EPA or GSC and/or attended the Joint
Information Session on the proposal and application process on 12
November in Warrnambool.

The conference was opened by Tim Faragher, Manager
Development Assessments Unit, EPA Victoria, who acknowledged
Country, welcomed everyone and thanked them for their
attendance. Facilitator Jen Lilburn then ran through the format for
the meeting. A copy of the agenda is provided in Appendix A.

Over 1604 community representatives registered as attending the
conference. They were joined by staff and consultants from Yumbah
Aquaculture, and representatives from EPA Victoria, Glenelg Shire,
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, and Invest
Assist.

Tim Rudge of Yumbah outlined the development proposal. This was
followed by Richard Hook from EPA who outlined the Works
Approval process. Christopher Hodgetts from Glenelg Shire ran
through the Planning Permit process, followed by Alison Farrar from
DELWP who explained the Marine and Coastal Act Consent process.
Alastair MacKenzie and Jacquelle Gorski (consultants for Yumbah)
responded to requests for further information.
All presentations can be found at https://engage.vic.gov.au/epaworks-approvals/yumbah-aquaculture-works-approval-application
EPA Victoria then provided a summary of the issues and concerns
that were raised through the 338 submissions regarding the
proposal. These were used as a basis for discussion at the
Conference and were categorised into ten themes:
Theme 1: Site Selection and Land Use Zoning
Theme 2: Noise and Odour
Theme 3: Marine Ecology and Whales
Theme 4: Dust Generation and Health Effects

4

It is possible that additional people attended without registering.
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Theme 5: Socio-economics (job creation, tourism,
recreation)
Theme 6: Effluent Discharge and Biosecurity
Theme 7: Hydrogeology and Water Table
Theme 8: Climate Change, Sea Level Rise, Coastal Erosion
and Planning Restrictions

Jen extended an invitation to conference participants to submit any
further comments to her by for inclusion in the report. Seven
people emailed additional material, and a further three who were
unable to attend the conference provided feedback via
teleconference. A conference participant also provided additional
comments verbally afterward. All have been included in this
document.

Theme 9: Visual and Landscape Amenity
Theme 10: Other
Conference participants were asked to choose their priorities of
these themes and take part in discussion groups over 5 rounds in
relation to these. In each group, a table host from EPA Victoria,
DELWP, Glenelg Shire or Invest Assist facilitated and recorded
discussions centred on the following questions.




Reviewing the EPA’s summary of the issues… is there
anything missing?
What are your key priorities/concerns regarding this theme?
Are there any actions that could help mitigate concerns (if
the proposal was to proceed)?

Participants were also encouraged to make notes on sticky notes
and pass these to the table host for inclusion in this report. Many of
these notes have been listed as ‘direct quotes’ in Sections 2 and 3 of
this report.
After the discussion rounds, there was a plenary session in which
table hosts summarised the key themes and messages that had
come through the discussions. This was followed by a final
opportunity for members of the audience to state/restate concerns.
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2. What we heard: Issues and Concerns
Theme 1: Site Selection and Land Use Zoning

2.1

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. These points
are shown below; additional points (or amendments/additions to
EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or after) the Conference are
marked with an *. Some points have been moved to more
appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points have been
consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Priority issues in relation to this theme
Conference participants were asked to indicate the issues of most
concern for this theme. This feedback was consolidated; the most
frequently prioritised issues were:
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The proposal is not appropriate for this site – takes up the
size of 10 MCG’s
I am not against the proposal – just the location
It is unacceptable to construct a facility of this size and
industry in an area surrounded by existing residences
Altering of planning laws (changed in October this year*) to
exclude aquaculture from ‘intensive animal husbandry’ –
there was no consultation with residents of Dutton Way
and surrounds
The proposal does not represent the objectives of the Local
Planning Provision Framework
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Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme
Site Selection











Location to Port of Portland – hardwood/woodchip
exporting port
The social value of the entrance to Portland*
Of all the kilometres of coast, why this site? Alternative
location between Narrawong East and Tyrrendarra would be
more suitable.*
There were 100 acres for sale next to their existing site –
why not expand there?
If deep water and sea level rise is an issue, why not build
near Portland Aluminium?*
The site was the location of Henty’s first outstation and
historic farm and buildings remain*
This would not be acceptable in Warrnambool or Port Fairy*
Would Cape Grant be a better location?*
Yumbah needs to justify location – why was Port Stephens
rejected?*













Land Use Zoning and Planning
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Permanent loss of very productive agricultural land
Intensive farming in rural living zone
Contradicts the Glenelg Shire Council’s draft guidelines to its
Rural Land Strategy
Legislated right to have residential safety and amenity*
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Residents on the seaside of Dutton Way are restricted
regarding what they can build – Why isn’t Yumbah?
Zoning forbids ‘intensive animal husbandry’ - not in keeping
with rural living*
Zoning allows for agriculture which ‘does not adversely
affect the amenity of surrounding land uses’
Underlying principles of RLZ is the continuing visual aspect
of the rural farming landscape*
Pipes (will) transverse Public Park and Recreation Zone
Environmental protection overlay in the Planning Scheme
has been ignored in the proposal
Rural Living Zone (RLZ) means PEOPLE living, not millions of
abalone living
RLZ key purposes are not supported – ‘provide for
residential use’ / ‘agricultural land uses which do not
adversely affect the amenity of surrounding land uses’ / ‘to
protect and enhance the natural resources, biodiversity and
landscape and heritage values of the area’
Sets precedent for other residential and rural rezoning*
We settled and built in Wilkens Lane believing that ‘Rural
Living Zone’ would ensure favourable lifestyle for our family.
Potentially now an ‘industrial zone’. (We are) paying rates
for rural living*
Just because it complies with zoning doesn’t mean it
adequately reflects the intended or current usage of the
area*
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Property Devaluation/Rates Increase




Future market value of properties*; land and property
values cut in half*; what authority takes lead on land
devaluation?*
Rates will go up because of zoning*

Yumbah states water depth is a reason for choosing this sitehas Yumbah looked at the land between Narrawong East
and the rear of the Tyrendarrah Nature Conservation
Reserve? The water depths look to be more favourable- 6.632.8-39.7 compared to 6.6- 17.7-32.8. Also, the distance to
the deeper depth is shorter.*

Other


Access for emergency services*

Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)




Just move it to another location*
Compensation to residents*
Yumbah could buy properties at the value they were before
the proposal (not all agreed to this)*
 We do not want this facility in the proposed location under
any circumstances*
 Nothing! This already has a negative mental health impact
and will continue to do so.*

Outstanding Questions
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What has happened to the other four sites that were
considered? Has Yumbah looked at the other sites? Why
are they not suitable?
Yumbah representative said at the first meeting that
Yumbah didn’t purchase adjacent to current farm because of
the reef – from the map, it shows the reef further left.
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Theme 2: Noise and Odour

2.2

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. These points
are shown below; additional points (or amendments/additions to
EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or after) the Conference are
marked with an *. Some points have been moved to more
appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points have been
consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Priority issues in relation to this theme
Conference participants were asked to indicate the issues of most
concern for this theme. This feedback was consolidated; the most
frequently prioritised issues were:






Commitment to noise mitigation measures and actual
impacts*
The scale of the reference plant - noise will be a lot louder
from this massive plant. Without modelling how can Council
and EPA be sure there won’t be any impact?*
Odours from the settling ponds will not be compatible with a
residential zone. The scale of ponds is important – there will
be 3 Olympic sized ponds*
Waste management/removal – how often will odorous
material be moved from the site?* Narrawong waste
management is inadequate.

Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme
Construction noise impacts





Operational noise effects
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Multiple large pumps, coolers, transport and workers will
result in adverse impacts on sleep patterns and amenity
(lots of shift workers in Portland)
Real probability of noise compliance on a regular basis
Noise will travel further through the water, impacting
wildlife*
Noise from pump houses – will have a big impact on
amenity.

Adequacy of the Noise Assessment
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Number of trucks during construction – will be worse than
Ring Road*
24/7? Overtime work to meet deadlines will result in this*
It is difficult to assess construction impacts when the
methods are not fixed
4 years of construction will cause a lot of disturbance and
affect amenity – sources including heavy machinery, traffic,
people

Noise model does not accurately include the contribution of
all noise sources and/or low-frequency noise
Flaws with noise modelling - vibrations travel further in the
area*
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Incorrectly considers the whole site and surrounding area as
“Major Urban Area” and assessed against SEPP-N1 as
opposed to NIRV which is the appropriate policy for the area
south of the proposal (including the Henty Bay Beachfront
Holiday Park)
Background noise levels used do not accurately represent
real conditions, “surf noise” not always present
Does not consider all sensitive receptors such as residents
and visitors at the Henty Bay Beachfront Holiday Park
(noting that many of the users of the park will be in tents
without any noise attenuation normally received by houses)
Effects of environmental noise on human health/welfare
and wildlife
Some of the predicted noise levels frequently exceed the
recommended nighttime and event criteria
Best practice has not been applied
Based on double glassed windows 200 metres away –
caravan park is 8 metres away*

Potential vibration effects



Potential odour generation and effects








Incomparable scaling
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Noise and vibration cannot be estimated when there is no
comparable facility/ where is data from a comparable
operation?*
Reports are just assumptions and not based on similar scale
operations*
This proposal is ten times larger than Narrawong.
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Constant humming from pumps/motors during operation
Adverse impacts of vibration not considered







Foul smelling, abhorrent smell, terrible stenches
Existing abalone farm at Narrawong smells
Undertaking only one site visit to identify odour sources and
levels is inadequate
Comparison with Narrawong and the assertion that no
odour complaints implies that everything is okay - this is
flawed as there are no residents as close to Narrawong as
there are at Nyamat - has not considered many adjoining
residential properties including Henty Bay Beachfront
Holiday Park
Odour sources include: dead abalone, fish feed,
settlement/effluent ponds
Abalone mortalities and associated odours are highest in the
summer when there is a larger number of residents and
visitors to the area
Odours will attract flies and scavenging birds, impractical to
cover ponds to prevent birds
No or very limited buffer zones – distances from settling
ponds (is) less than 50m
South-easterly winds will exacerbate issues
Narrawong waste not removed – left for months*
Drying of sludge/sediment odours*
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Workers are desensitised to the smell so their testimonies
are negated*
Odour during worst-case scenario e.g. abalone death

Separation Distances






Some think processing will take place on site and are
concerned about separation. Others certain processing will
be offsite.*
The rationale used in the assessment is wrong – the
proposal should be considered seafood processing which
has a defined separation distance
Inadequate separation distances with no buffers.

Other








Abalone farm is an industry with hallmarks of such
Site and local area is currently serene, quiet and peaceful
Landscape provides natural amphitheatre – acoustics of
low-level valley and steep ridge
Noise, vibration and odour will affect our amenity, lifestyle
and health
Noise from staff*
Solar will not be sufficient and diesel generators will be
required and will be noisy*
Additional power lines will create additional noise*

Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)















Outstanding Questions
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Move to another location*
Nothing will ease concerns*
Stringent noise requirement*
Odour management requirements: e.g. how frequently
would odorous material be removed*
Procedures for waste management*
Site/construction manager must ensure all workers are
aware of noise requirements and are appropriately
managed including drivers and sub-contractors*
Generators in soundproof bunkers*
Smaller scale*
Greater landscaping*
Additional noise mitigation measures proposed in the
construction management plan
Independent study and modelling is required
Need to model worst-case scenario, a contingency for
hazards*
Cannot see how any noise levels can be mitigated to the
peaceful environment we currently have*

Vibration impact on land and house movement. How will
this be controlled?
Is there proof that vibrations from the pumps will NOT be
felt by surrounding residents, whales and animals?
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How will power blackouts be managed? How will noise
levels from generators be managed in event of power
failure?*
How will vibration be monitored?
What happens if something goes wrong? This is what
buffers are for but there are no buffers proposed here.
No disposal plan for sludge. How will the dead abalone and
sludge be managed, treated and disposed of? How can you
ensure no smell will be noticed?
Are noise and vibration assessed for each individual unit or
as an operating whole?*
How can Yumbah verify its claims of meeting all noise and
EPA standard when there is no comparative facility?*
What tests have been done to replicate the noise and
vibration levels of such a large operation? Is there
comparative data from an equally large operation?*
How much noise will be generated?*
What can be done if it’s too noisy at night?
What is the basis for noise modelling and how will the
company ensure that the impacts are in line with the
application?*
What tests have been done to assess the levels of odours
and their potential impact off-site? If Narrawong can’t meet
the ‘no offensive odours beyond the site boundary’ how will
this much larger proposal comply? Without modelling how
can Council and EPA be sure there won’t be any impact?
What noise will trenching for the pipes produce? Will EPA
place echo sounders and will the results be logged?
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Theme 3: Marine Ecology and Whales

2.3

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. These points
are shown below; additional points (or amendments/additions to
EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or after) the Conference are
marked with an *. Some points have been moved to more
appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points have been
consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Priority issues in relation to this theme
Conference participants were asked to indicate the issues of most
concern for this theme. This feedback was consolidated; the most
frequently prioritised issues were:








Destruction of/changes to the marine environment (existing
reefs, seagrass beds and beach) through the laying of pipes,
intake of water and discharge of effluent
Pumping of water from the bay and effluent back in will
affect the marine environment, especially whales, leafy sea
dragons, seals, burrowing crayfish, corals, crustaceans
The nearshore environment off Dutton Way is a recognised
Southern Right Whale (SRW) nursery and one of the best
places to see and photograph the whales. SRWs are a
(critically) endangered species. SRWs, Humpback Whales
and dolphins have all been seen where the inlet pipes are
proposed to be located
No real data on the effect that the pumps, inlet and outlet
pipes and associated noise will have on the whales. What
testing has been done on the pipe and vibration impacts on
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the whales? The testing that has been conducted is not to
the size and scope of this proposed project. More accurate
testing needs to be done.* What guarantees can be
provided that the whales won’t be affected?
Independent study needed to examine the effects of the
pumps and pipes on the whales
Move to a different location*

Potential Effects on Cetaceans






Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme
Potential effects on marine ecology
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Freshwater (stormwater) will be discharged onto a sensitive
reef (Minerva Reef)
Minerva Reef has a wild abalone population
Inlet and outlet pipes might attract sharks
Warmer water will be discharged back into the Bay. What
effect will that have on the marine ecosystem? Concern
over the potential for invasive species to take hold especially
from visiting ships to the port
Impacts to marine life from the inlet pipes, vacuum effect
and direct contact
Independent study needed to examine the effects of the
pumps and pipes on habitat loss/disruption to marine life
Will suck in microorganisms and other small things*
Studies show an increase in seawater temperature and an
impact on marine ecology – saying this isn’t so is incorrect*
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How will the whales be affected?
Noise under water carries – could drive off whales
The proposal doesn’t adequately identify exclusion zones
around pipes/ impacts of exclusion zones on pipes on whale
watching*
Conservation Management Plan for Southern Right Whale
states that there are 7 known and potential threats and the
proposed site will cause four of them (as indicated in bold):
o Entanglement
o Vessel disturbance
o Whaling
o Climate variability and change
o Noise interference
o Habitat modification
o Overharvesting of prey*

Research/Knowledge Gaps






Couldn’t give any solid information about studies on whales.
Testing is on a much smaller scale*
Not proven to have an impact on the environment – no
comparative studies*
Studies not taken over long enough period of time*
Species that not enough is known about – crayfish, delicate
creatures*
Must include on land water table when assessing the noise
effect on whales i.e. the bunkers for pumps are 7 metres
underground and the water table is 1 metre down then 6m
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of pump bunker is in the water. (Expert, name supplied)
states that this must be taken into account when assessing*
No one is prepared to guarantee that it won't scare marine
life (whales) away - due to change in environment - both
water quality, noise and vibration. Too late after
construction has started - they don't read memos to say
construction/operation has stopped*
Details on bird study*

Other



Not enough info from Yumbah/government
Fish swimming away from contaminants is not a solution

Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)
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Strict EPA compliance – measures to hold facility
immediately to account if non-compliance*
Continue water quality monitoring plus environmental
impact*
We don’t believe there is any way the risks from the
temperature being raised and chemicals affecting the
whales can be mitigated*
Move to a different site*
Additional information on the studies undertaken requested
including length of study and comparative data from
independent sources and government*
Recognised whale nursery is of world significance and needs
protecting*
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Expelled water must be the same temperature as input
otherwise will kill the reef*
Effects on Surrey River estuary e.g. nutrient overload and
increases – fish kills, algae growth*
Exclusion zone around outlets and inlets. Barriers needed to
safeguard marine animals*
Zero nutrients going into bay*; ongoing monitoring of
nutrients and pollution from harbour to past Surrey outlet*
Nothing can be done to mitigate risk to whales*
Large suction screens to reduce suction*

Outstanding Questions








How will the intake and discharge system from this industry
affect whales?*
How far offshore will the intake be?* Will there be a
standoff distance or no-go area for the intake system?*
What expert marine biologist has Yumbah used that proves
no harm will come to any marine creature or to any human
that comes close to their 20 inlet pipes?*
Your future plans include making it bigger 1000 tonnes to
1700 tonnes. Do you think that the sea will dissipate and
dilute all the discharge that you create and not change the
ecology in the surrounding area of the discharge?*
I have read that Yumbah suggests that the whales frolic
around the intake pipes…. where is that location?
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What is the force of pressure coming out of the 28 pipes at
once will they be in direct line for snorkellers, whales etc?*5
What database of research will be used?*5
Will samples of water in Portland Bay and prior to discharge
be collected and analysed for a variety of nutrient species
(including nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, phosphate, silicate and
salinity) and dissolved oxygen with reference to quality
control and quality assurance procedures?*5
Who has Yumbah spoken to as an independent Southern
Right Whale expert? (Peter Gill is the expert on blue
whales)
Is there any comparable location in Australia with similar
size and volumes of water being pumped that can be used
as a comparison?*
Whales are only just returning to these waters. Will they
continue to return? Who will research this?* Who is
assessing the impact on the whales?*
We've been advised by marine biology experts that it’s a
matter of not if but when a biosecurity outbreak will
happen. How is Yumbah going to mitigate an outbreak to
marine biology? What in exact details are the chemicals
used? Who is the expert marine biologist Yumbah used that
said no harm will come to any marine creature coming close
to pipes?*
Threat: Noise interference, either loud or constant low level
can interfere with whale communication. How can it be



guaranteed operation or construction noise will not
interfere? The risk is too great!*
Has there been an independent study done on the reef and
effects at Narrawong?*

Question reworded slightly
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Theme 4: Dust Generation and Health Effects

2.4

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. These points
are shown below; additional points (or amendments/additions to
EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or after) the Conference are
marked with an *. Some points have been moved to more
appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points have been
consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Health Effects




Priority issues in relation to this theme
There were no issues prioritised for this theme.

Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme
Dust Generation
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Contamination of rainwater tanks – one of the main water
sources for residents
Strong northeast winds will mean that dust generated
during construction will be exacerbated
Length of construction period and volume of earthworks
Dust management plan yet to be developed. No details at
this stage*
Bore water into reefs to oxygenate it – dust will affect it*
Dust with chemicals going out to sea*
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The site is mainly sand which is known to contain silica –
inhaling fine divided crystalline silica is toxic and can lead to
severe inflammation of the lung tissue, silicosis, bronchitis,
lung cancer, and systemic autoimmune diseases, such as
lupus and rheumatoid arthritis.
Use of anaesthetics during operation – 2 phenoxyethanol –
known to cause adverse side effects including eye and skin
irritation, hypotension, damage to the central nervous
system – with repeated long-term exposure causing organ
damage
Contamination of rainwater tanks from increased bird
activity associated with settling ponds – including dust
generation
Dust storm asthma due to the removal and levelling of
tonnes of earth
Disturbance of silica – asthma*
Concern re swimming with my children in seawater
containing chemicals from dust*
Silica from 3 -4 years of construction

Other




Acid sulphate soils - exposure to oxygen as a result of
activities e.g. erosion, drainage or excavation can result in
the production of sulphuric acid*
New septics put in. Not many first flush systems for
rainwater systems – cost $$$$ to replace old rainwater
systems*
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Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)




Independent study (open and scientifically verifiable) is
needed to establish silica content of sand to be disturbed
and pulverised along with the potential for toxic particles to
be released into the air
DELWP has a free 'soil4farms' - would be excellent to have
the soil tested. (DELWP representative name supplied*

Theme 5: Socio-economics (Job Creation, Tourism,
Recreation)
2.5

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. These points
are shown below; additional points (or amendments/additions to
EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or after) the Conference are
marked with an *. Some points have been moved to more
appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points have been
consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Outstanding Questions




Will sediment from desludging be dried on site and if so
how?*
Why the reference to sand pulverisation?*
How is dust controlled? Please explain what will happen
when there is a strong wind prevailing towards houses*

Priority issues in relation to this theme
Conference participants were asked to indicate the issues of most
concern for this theme. This feedback was consolidated; the most
frequently prioritised point was in support of the proposal:


Job creation and options for unskilled workers/future
generations in a specialised industry, long term and short
term flexible job opportunities, diversity of employment = a
healthy sustainable economy.

Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme
Job Creation
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Will create negative economic impact through bad publicity
Questions around the number of full-time staff –
opportunities in abalone facilities often go to overseas visa
holders*
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Job number not specific enough – need to refer to Full Time
Equivalents*
Local jobs should be prioritised*
100 jobs created, not 160
Job and economic projections are not realistic or
consistent*
Supportive of job creation but at another location*
We have heard that Yumbah will be automating the abalone
factory*

Impact on Tourism
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Loss of income for tourist accommodation businesses
including Caravan Parks and holiday rentals
Will affect the tourism ‘boom’ which has occurred following
the return of whales to the area
Alteration to Frank Lodge Lookout
Dutton Way Caravan park is within 100m of the eastern
boundary, with Henty Bay Tourist Park directly opposite the
southeast boundary
Devaluation of the Great South West Walk – one of the
most amazing experiences the Glenelg Shire offers both
locals and tourists
Increase in tourism since cruise ships commenced – this will
risk everything!
Yumbah claims of tourism benefits are far outweighed by its
negative impacts*
Other users of Dutton Way beach affected, not just local
residents*
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Negative impact on traditional coastal visitors*
This will not be a tourist attraction*
The perception that Portland is an industrial town – this
stymies future tourism*

Recreation









Recreational activities (including swimming, fishing, jogging,
road cyclists, hikers on the Great South-West Walk)
prevented/impacted* during construction and operation
Location of pipes will prevent marine craft from accessing
certain areas – causing an issue for anglers
Loss of public access to the beach due to pipe shore
crossings – one of the few beaches with access for disabled
people
Exclusion zones around pipes will be a public safety issue
Ensuring pipes are completely buried and not impacting
those using the beach*
Pollution of beach*

Other


Local residents moving out because of negative publicity*

Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)


Guarantee that locals and local contractors will be given
preference for jobs and contracts
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Outstanding Questions
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Housing crisis – where will new employees go?*
Will there be an exclusion zone around pipes into the sea
and around input (suction pipe)?*
Will fishers be stopped from fishing near the inlet pipe
because of the use of burley to attract fish?*
How can you promote tourism when the site is restricted by
biosecurity?*
Last year the whales brought in $45m dollars in tourismhow will this impact them?*
160 jobs – are they real or automated? How long will they
be maintained? How many skilled/unskilled?*
Geographic demographic data - how many people utilise the
beach within the area of the trenching pipes (e.g. swimming
at Dutton Way Bolwarra)?*
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Theme 6: Effluent Discharge and Biosecurity

2.6

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. These points
are shown below; additional points (or amendments/additions to
EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or after) the Conference are
marked with an *. Some points have been moved to more
appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points have been
consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Priority issues in relation to this theme
Conference participants were asked to indicate the issues of most
concern for this theme. This feedback was consolidated; the most
frequently prioritised issues were:



1,100kg of abalone faeces discharged per day will cause
algal growth on pipes will be in sea spray*
High probability that the huge volumes of water travelling
from deeper intake pipes through shallow troughs and open
sediment ponds will result in increased water temperature
of outflow - big difference between this proposal and
Narrawong*

Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme
Effluent Discharge
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The effect that recycled water will have on marine life
Waste and chemicals generated will go straight into the
ocean
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Vast amounts of water will be pumped in and out – 8886
litres of seawater sucked per second – 173 Olympic sized
pools released per day (432 million litres per day)
Amount of water intake and size of pumps will not allow
enough time for the sediment to settle and therefore it will
go straight back out to sea
Large volume of stormwater (freshwater) being disposed of
upon a sensitive reef ecosystem (Minerva Reef)
Public safety in relation to swimming – contaminants from
outlet pipes
Outlet water will be contaminated with mollusc effluent,
manufactured feed, cleaning chemicals and ‘chemical
medicines’; nutrient overload in bay*
Any pollution puts swimming in the bay around Dutton Way
and Nuns Beach at risk*
Impact to tides/movement*
The temperature of water at outlets – monitoring. Warm
water kills a % of abalone from Narrawong. The corner
where the new farm is will be more susceptible to warming
water. They will lose a huge amount of product*
Effects of nutrient output on Surry River estuary*
The escape of the juvenile abalone according to
environmental risk assessments conducted in South Australia
is a low risk but there is still a risk. Consider that the risk
assessment was based on a plant that produced hundred
tonne how do you assess a plant of a thousand tonne - is it
10 times or more?*
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Biosecurity









Susceptible to devastating marine sourced disease
The threat to wild abalone stocks and fishing through
viruses
No guarantee that a virus like the previous one will not
occur again. Once wild abalone fishery is gone how will we
know if there is a virus if we can’t see fatalities? No trust in
company records*
The time between outbreak and isolating gives time for the
virus to leave the farm*
30 – 40 years ago there was a virus with sharks – could
happen again*
Strict EPA compliance – measures to hold facility
immediately to account if non-compliance*
An annual assessment for the disease is not frequent
enough – needs to be done by an independent consultant,
not Yumbah employees*

Incomparable Scaling




The size of the monster – nothing to compare it to*
These species are hybrids – the risk assessment is based on
Narrawong*
No point comparing to Narrawong - it is much smaller*







Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)
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Need a contingency plan for environmental failures*
Chain of responsibility/failure/pollutants - stand up and be
counted*
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None of these concerns was adequately allayed at this
meeting
More time needs to be spent considering this plan - no
consideration for the impact on the environment
Strict monitoring by EPA
Send it to South Australia
Evidence of pump ability and results

Outstanding Questions


Other



Sand backs up on pipes; beach erosion*
Desal plant in Sydney – loss of smaller animals due to
velocity so brings bigger animals*
Black sludge on beach*
A screen on pipes – suction still an issue, fish stuck on the
screen and killed*
Says ‘not much current’ – how will it be dispersed then?
Investigation into water movement*



The documentation states that 20 Pumps maximum will
pump 8660 litres of seawater per second. Will there be
8660 Litres per second discharged plus effluent food waste,
juvenile genetically altered hybrid abalone escapes and
chemicals?*
How can there be 20 inlet pipes and the amount of water
being pumped in daily, but only 8 outlet pipes?*
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If there is a virus/pollution spill and Yumbah have to go to
recirculated water how long can they recirculate? And how
do they get rid of the virus and dispose of water?*
What chemicals are used?*
As they are not scraped off the bottom of the tanks what is
used to anaesthetise the Abalone?*
How is the sand taken away from the ocean floor for the
farm returned to the sea?*
Settlement ponds capacity – no bunker?*
Sediment deposition – on the beach?*
Settling ponds – nothing solid will pollute but what about in
the water?*
Port sand bypassing – will Yumbah want this practice
stopped? E.g. Kangaroo Island*
How long will it take EPA to respond to a complaint? – but if
it is pollution it will be too late.*
What is the impact of extracting and returning large
amounts of water to the ocean?*
How long can water be recirculated for and what happens
to water once treated?*
Will there be a set grid of water analysis of different depths
for water quality? How many metres will the depth of the
proposed pipes to the bay be?
Coastal Engineer Report re design of sea wall stated that
sand is moved along there by wave action and there is no
current. So, is there a current 120m out where the
discharge is, if not will the faeces just accumulate?*
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Wild abalone stocks have declined and the industry is no
longer viable. Has discharge water from the farm been a
contributing factor introducing the Abalone Virus?*
Concerns about viruses – where did initial ones come
from?*
Will sediment be discharged into the marine environment?*
How does food in faeces – soybean and wheat – affect
marine ecology?*
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Theme 7: Hydrogeology and Water Table

2.7

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. These points
are shown below; additional points (or amendments/additions to
EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or after) the Conference are
marked with an *. Some points have been moved to more
appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points have been
consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Priority issues in relation to this theme
Conference participants were asked to indicate the issues of most
concern for this theme. This feedback was consolidated; the most
frequently prioritised issues were:
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Residents in the area have previously been advised that the
land must not be disturbed or bear structures - residents
not allowed to build so why is Yumbah allowed?*
No mention of drainage – stormwater regularly floods the
site – Where will this go?
Once the surface is effectively sealed with concrete – What
are the consequences to groundwater and surface waters?
Residents in the area rely on bores – How will disturbance
affect these? Seepage into water table*
Reports that settlement pond sludge is buried onsite at
Narrawong – If this happens at Nyamat what effect will it
have on the water table? (800mm below surface seepage is
potable water)*
Groundwater quality/quantity (infiltration)*
What will happen to the natural spring?*
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Need independent hydrogeological assessments – not by
Yumbah*

Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme
Hydrogeology






Independent hydrogeological assessments – not by
Yumbah*
Rain on high ground to west - north. Draining onto flats*
Impact of floodwater on subsurface irrigation*
Need to recognise the value of marshland*; concerned
about the wetland*
Presence of acid sulphate soils – leakage of sulphuric acid
into the groundwater water table at 800mm below ground*

Water Table






In some areas the water table is no more than 90cm below
the surface and lies under a white stone layer of
approximately 8-10 metres. Some properties do not have
stone layer *
Major ground disturbance of a large area that has a
documented very high-water table
Shire’s frequent call outs to drain water from Dutton Way is
evidence of the high water table
Erosion and damage to nearby properties from drainage of
water table
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Concern re lowering of the water table will allow inundation
of groundwater containing salt water*
Anything buried might leach into water table*
People with cattle behind the water table are concerned for
their livelihood*

Other




Monitoring*
Ground disturbance - shallow rock shelf*
Pumping of water to suppress unit during construction
phase*

Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)
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A comprehensive hydrogeological study needs to be
undertaken – completed by an independent reporter
Prove that they will not impact on residential bore quality
and quantity*
Provide more information about management of natural
water and upstream and downstream flooding*
Retain water on the property in event of overflows*
Modelling of flows and make them available*
Monitoring both groundwater and surface water flow –
done by independent*
Put everyone on town water and pay for the infrastructure*
Protect and enhance the remaining natural environment*
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General feeling that nothing can be done – it is being built in
the wrong place*
EPA reports made public so they can be scrutinised*
A construction plan which shows levels and consideration of
groundwater impact*

Outstanding Questions














What happens to the permanent flowing spring? How can
you build concrete tanks over a water source? *
What drainage has been allowed for? *
Will the use of groundwater lower the groundwater table? *
How will they stop pumps floating out? *
Who is monitoring groundwater on site and for the
residents?*
Saltwater intrusion from excessive groundwater pumping
will affect bore water. Why can’t sea water be used for the
suppression rather than groundwater?*
What data monitoring system will EPA use to check that
impacts are being managed? *
Who is going to pay for any infrastructure? *
How are they going to manage any spills and impact on
groundwater? *
What happens if the settlement pond detaches and how will
it be monitored? *
How will the conditions in the planning permit and
conditions in works approval be enforced? *
How would dewatering impact on cliff collapse/erosion?
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Have they tested bore water? *
Will pipes going under the road affect it? *
How will construction impact on groundwater? *
Are there any sinkholes? *
How are they going to manage floodwater in winter?* Will
this cause flooding for residents on Dutton Way? *Where
are they going to drain surface water flows to?*
What will be the effect on houses when the surrounding
land dries out? *
Will ammonia be utilised?*
We were told that a sewage system was required as septic
tanks were leaching into the freshwater table – What effect
will this proposal have on the water table? *
What is the square meterage of the cover of the concrete
tanks?*
How will this affect permaculture in the area? *
How will you be able to offset the natural evaporation? *
Spillage into the water table from inlet and outlet pipes –
who will pay? How is this managed?*
Sludge management – groundwater buried?*
Would EPA advise which data recording systems it will use in
its groundwater testing? Will EPA include elevation, tenna
geoscape data, imagery, risks and natural perils data,
statistical and census data, transport on sand and
topography data and geodemographic data to record
groundwater, taking into account existing erosion at Dutton
Way?*
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Theme 8: Climate Change, Sea Level Rise, Coastal
Erosion and Planning Restrictions
2.8

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. These points
are shown below; additional points (or amendments/additions to
EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or after) the Conference are
marked with an *. Some points have been moved to more
appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points have been
consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Priority issues in relation to this theme
Conference participants were asked to indicate the issues of most
concern for this theme. This feedback was consolidated; the most
frequently prioritised issues were:


Residents on the seaside of Dutton Way are restricted on
what they can build – Why isn’t this?

Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme
Rock/sea wall removal/protection of the coast




Ongoing cost to ratepayers to rectify damage to the rock
wall, erosion of the beach and coastal land*
Damage to existing residences
Currently there is no plan for protection due to
inundation/storm surges whilst the wall is removed
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Coastal seawall – admit that east of that there will be
erosion*
Impact if pipes break loose from tether during storms –
damage to the seawall with pipes crashing against it*
Rock wall east of Henty is weaker and smaller - what
impact?*
They are getting behind the rock wall so they don’t have to
look after it*
Changes to the beach – will sand stop coming from the
West? Will sand by-passing continue at the current rate –
can Port of Portland guarantee this?
Combination of trenching and underground boring during
installation of pipes is likely to affect the stability of the
sensitive coastal subsurface
Dr Black suggests that groynes (a barrier built out at sea) or
offshore reefs are required to protect coastline at Dutton
Way (Yumbah won't want this because they need the deep
water)*
By the admission of Water Technology, there could be some
interference with the sand replenishing being blocked by
these pipes causing sand to build up on the south/west side
and not flow through to the north/east side causing erosion
Impact on quality of Dutton Way foreshore
Impact on Port of Portland activities – particularly sand
bypassing and any future dredging works or works within
Portland Harbour
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Coastal Erosion





Erosion history should be looked at*
There is no plan on the road going from Frank Lodge
Lookout either for construction - how they will stop
destabilisation of the cliff face?*
The EPA Act 1970 and 2017 requires sustainable and holistic
management of the environment and I don't believe the
man-made aspect of the coastal erosion has been taken into
consideration.*

Other









Doesn’t fit in with Victorian Coastal Strategy vision
guidelines 2009*
The cliff face is already unstable – the risk of collapse from
heavy trucks during construction
Site plans show deep blue water – but during low tide in
summer the area is shallow and sand-disturbed
2.5 million cubic metres of sand owed to Dutton Way*
Pipe intake 400m from shore and sand being sucked in
when sand bypassed*
Yumbah need for deep water and Dr Black recommendation
for beach rehabilitation not compatible*
Glenelg Coastal Erosion study – the site will be in areas
subject to erosion*
The development will have a permanent impact on the
natural and aesthetic values of the coastal dune formation*
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Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)
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Professor Daniel Ierodiaconou's work on sediment budgets
travelling around the coast and the historical to current day
comparison of Dutton Way in particular must be considered.
The Anderson Breakwater has now accumulated 2.5 million
m3 of sand that belongs to downstream residents of Dutton
Way and beyond. The breakwater has the same profile as
Dutton Way which was once a sand accumulator itself,
shallowing the beach and protecting the coast from erosion
through shallower waves. As wave height increases with
depth due to erosion, wave power increases exponentially.
The rock wall can be made redundant with the installation of
T-head groynes to trap the sand combined with an increase
in sand bypassing to ensure downstream residents of the
groynes are not affected. We must ensure if the proposal is
approved, there is provision that Yumbah could not object to
a minimum of 2.5 million cubic meters of sand being
pumped in one year (the current amount stockpiled) which
would make the rock redundant and allow the rocks to be
used for building groynes. This amount should be able to be
bypassed from the current sediment stockpile or from an
expansion of the current port operations. It must be noted
that Yumbah has successfully objected to sand pumping by a
port in South Australia which is of great concern to the
current site they have selected. (received via email after the
conference)
Nothing*
Protect properties from sea level rise through the extension
of the sea wall and new groynes
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Needs continual monitoring*
Sand bypass to rehabilitate the beach*
Reports to be made public and monitoring to be
independent*
Need proper coastal engineering study*

Outstanding Questions











The beach will be checked twice a year to assess changes What are these? - What does the proposed 'beach
nourishment' involve?
Sand bypass – would Yumbah object?*
Deakin Mini Marine mapping – has this been considered as
part of the proposal? *
What happens in a large easterly storm? *
If Yumbah is fixing only certain sections of rock wall what
happens to the rest of it? *
How long will the rock wall be dismantled? Who manages
future dismantles? Who will be liable if something
happens?*
Reticulated sewage was forced onto us because our septic
systems were leaching into the water table. How can you
build anything to this size without something going wrong? *
Re pipes weight to the proposed trenching system on sandy
soil which would be easily collapsible, can you advise the
classification of soil and rock type? Could this cause the
natural reef to be destroyed?*
Would coastal erosion, climate change flooding risks, storm
surges on Dutton Way be completed where the proposed
farm is to be sited? *
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Pipes supposed to be buried in sand with king tides and sand
drifting (not ideal for abalone production). How are the
pipes going to be kept submerged?*
Increased height of seawall – how much higher and how long
along Dutton Way?*
Amount of sand affects the size of effluent particles sand
pumping has to happen – has there been any real-life
surveys completed? *
Are they increasing the height of the sea wall? *

Theme 9: Visual and Landscape Amenity

2.9

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. These points
are shown below; additional points (or amendments/additions to
EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or after) the Conference are
marked with an *. Some points have been moved to more
appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points have been
consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Priority issues in relation to this theme
Conference participants were asked to indicate the issues of most
concern for this theme. This feedback was consolidated; the most
frequently prioritised issues were:
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Artificial lighting pollution at night – intensive floodlighting
Shade cloth and other soft materials unsuitable in high
winds - fire risk
Massive dimensions would alter the landscape and will
destroy a coastal plain that is one of the last green, nonindustrial areas in Portland
Untidy/unsightly site – similar issues seen at Narrawong
Amenity devaluing properties (already affecting values)*
Negative sensory impacts on residents within the immediate
area
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Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme

Screening


Visual pollution/impact








Visual pollution of pipes*
Currently serene landscape*
Soul destroying to think all the views will now be of a shade
cloth*
The Frank Lookout will be significantly affected*
Impacts on ocean views
Anxiety/mental health associated with visual impact*
Signage from exclusion zone – visually displeasing and
demarcation of zone*






Irreversible impact on Dutton Way


Beach pollution



Seaweed/kelp/algae build up at Narrawong site
Rubbish on the beach at Narrawong site



Solar panels and lighting






The potential for glare from large solar array facing directly
into some properties
Areas of black plastic with 5800 solar panels
Light pollution will be a nightmare*
Solar panels – electromagnetic concern*
Peaceful dark at the moment – floodlights will disturb*
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There is only one Dutton Way: it is unique. Further east
along the coastline the landscape is similar for miles (a large
farm could be located there without the permanent loss of a
unique landscape)*
Dutton Way has remained relatively unchanged for over half
a century unlike other parts of Portland. It is the last
remnants of a seaside coastal village, and one of the few left
in the whole of Australia. It will get destroyed if this proposal
goes ahead*
No buffer or separation along Dutton Way*
People count! Where has all the amenity people bought here
to enjoy gone if this proceeds?*

Impact on tourism
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Existing shared farm style fences replaced with security
fences of much greater height and fitted with an electric
wire
No mention of fence height*
Inability to screen from main farm structures and feed silos
– planned tree planting will take years to grow to height
Screening won't work for houses at high elevation*
How will privacy be protected with construction right next
door to us?

Removal of heritage cypress trees adversely affecting
popular whale watching area*
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The Great South West Walk culminates at Dutton Way right
where the proposed farm is to be located, it will look awful
and significantly affect this tourist attraction*
The detrimental effect on tourism from visual impacts*



History of site maintenance has been poor - how will the
new site be managed?*
Equivalent to wind turbines ruining view at Cape
Bridgewater*
Agents say properties will be unsaleable – investing in
properties that will have no value*



Other




Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)
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Resilient tree species need to be used*
Urgently confirm what fencing is proposed (FAQ)*
Urgently confirm what existing vegetation is to be removed,
i.e. will the hedgerow on the northern side of Dutton Way
be removed? (FAQ)*
Urgently consider setbacks and buffers around the site,
inadequate separation distances from houses on Dutton
Way*
Consider eco-friendly alternatives to plastic shade cloth,
green roofs (i.e. “extensive grass roofs”) structures*
Ensure pipes are buried and not exposed on the beach*
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Require planting of mature trees only (the local conditions
are too harsh so it takes decades for screening trees to
grow)*
Require night-time light controls*
Regular maintenance of shade cloths, they rip open
frequently in high winds*
Require a detailed Landscape Planting Plan that includes
planting schedule/species that are tolerant of hard local
conditions*
Security fencing is not attractive*

Outstanding Questions











What are other screening solutions are there - use a buffer
zone? *
Where’s the planting schedule? *
What species will be used for planting? *
What about fencing? *
Entry and exit through gates – how will that work? *
What will it look like? *
Reflection from solar panels and hothouses – has elevation
been considered? *
Housekeeping – how will it be addressed? *
Who will be responsible for visual amenity? *
What is actually under the shade cloth? *
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Theme 10: Other

2.10

EPA’s summary of the issues and concerns in relation to this theme
was used as a basis for discussion at the Conference. Much of the
feedback received via this discussion has been moved to other
themes. Remaining points are shown below; additional points (or
amendments/additions to EPA’s summary) that were raised at (or
after) the Conference are marked with an *. Some points have been
moved to more appropriate themes; duplicated or similar points
have been consolidated; direct quotes are shown in italics.

Summary of issues raised via submissions and at the conference
in relation to this theme
Vermin and pests




Odour from settlement ponds will attract flies
Feed storage and spillage will increase vermin
Snakes and rodents attracted to waste – shell, mortalities
and meat

Financial assurance
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Remediation of land if the project fails
If this proceeds and then fails it can NEVER be back to what
it is now*
No ‘exit plan’ – What guarantee do we have that the
proposers would return the land to its current state if they
withdraw from the project?
Will there be a legal contract that will be offered to the
Portland community to represent confidence in the judgment
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should this be allowed? What we need to know is who is
going to stand up and be accountable both economically and
morally should this fiasco be allowed to be built. Who will be
signing their name to repay the millions of dollars that could
possibly be lost? How are they going to undo what they have
done… WHO????*
Financial bond or insurance cover paid up front for
compensation because of industry breach*

Traffic and roads












100+ vehicles a day using internal road 24 hours a day –
passing by houses
Damage to roads during construction and pipe installation
causing a cost burden to ratepayers
Danger to residents, children, cyclists and hikers; and horseriders*
Safety of school children using school bus
Increase in collisions and potential fatalities with increased
traffic; Risk to family vehicles sharing narrow winding roads
with B-double trucks
Access roads in from top at Frank Lodge Lookout. This is a '5
star' rated tourist attraction. Always in use by tourists,
trucks as a rest stop and beautiful lookout. High accident
potential with the amount of tourist traffic, international
visitors, and B double trucks.*
Traffic figures during construction – table A on pages 14 and
15 of the PPA, A and D of Traffic Impact Assessment just
don’t add up*
Parking*
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Construction of road will interfere with the ground structure
across/along the natural ridge line and may cause erosion or
landslip

Consultation with traditional owners







Traditional Owners not consulted or involved*
Connection to country – impacts on individuals’ spirit and
connection – conflict with Gundjitmaar people*
Documented indigenous artefacts found – needs to be
investigated further*
What relics were found by Aboriginal Victoria? *
No access to report from Aboriginal Victoria
Cultural walkover – was more than one party engaged in the
process? Was there a declared interest? *

Unhappiness with the process of consultation/lack of confidence in
the proponent
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No confidence in Yumbah*
How does Yumbah explain that people, including their own
employees, are saying that this project is being funded by
foreign investors?
All parties need to show honesty, integrity, empathy,
transparency, diligence*
There has been no direct consultation. Yumbah should have
door-knocked/ consulted people individually*
Concern that people have no power – Pacific Hydro went to
VCAT three times to get approval*
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Yumbah are not being transparent and lie about
assessments, therefore are not credible*
Concerned that things are promised but nothing will be
followed though*
Continual letters have errors, poor information*
Haven’t seen a proper planning submission re what the
facility will look like*
We are being bullied into something that we didn’t buy our
properties to live next door to *
I was disappointed with speeches (at the Conference) from
so-called professional people and none of us understood
what they said a mixture of poor grammar, mumbling and
speed speaking seemed to be the flavour of the night*
In the end, will there be a legal contract to show the public
of Portland the chain of responsibility?*
We had to submit proper plans to the Shire to gain a
planning permit why is there no real plans with this
submission just a sketch showing where bits might be?*
No consultation before plans were lodged*
Proximity to Port with major export of woodchipping which
Yumbah objects to be in close proximity to their other
facilities yet they are proposing moving closer*
Yumbah have had the opportunity to negate all our
arguments with their presentations*
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Future expansion





Stages 2 and 3 land already purchased by Chinese! See this
as a foot in the door to other things – will there be future
expansion and processing etc*
Long term projection of impact – build up over 20 30 years*
So many risks in this project – 109 admitted – to allow it to
go ahead*







Issues with Council



Where our Councillors who will initially make a decision on
this application?*
Use of sarcasm by Council representative when speaking is
insulting and degrading to residents and those present who
spoke about not being able to see the small print*

Other
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King tides – have experienced a few this year*
What about the heritage buildings on site?*
Statements made by Dr (Gorski on behalf of Yumbah) were
opposite to what was stated in application e.g. underground
water pumping, silica – nothing to do with sandblasting*
Ex-Powercor worker said that the amount of power needed
for the abalone factory will require a sub-station. There is no
mention of this in the plans. Where will this be located? As
there is a noise concern with this item as well as visual
concerns on top of normal concerns for substations. *
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GHD’s many incorrect assumptions and dismissive nature of
the report in relation to the area, residential amenity,
impact, traffic etc*
Japanese Snipe return and have been sighted*
Koalas inhabit two cypress trees*
The site has cultural heritage significance due to its
association with the first permanent European settlement in
Victoria, and the first settlers, the Hentys; Edward Henty’s
farm buildings were located…at the location of the
proposal*

Actions that could help mitigate concerns (if the proposal was to
proceed)








Director’s liability to reinstate in case of failure*
Beautification of the area*
Link up walking/bike track from Narrawong to Portland*
Allow people to develop their properties to the full extent
that the farm has*
Roads need to be sealed – property value*
Yumbah to cover the cost of road damage caused by heavy
vehicles*
Study needed to evaluate traffic accidents in popular tourist
destinations with increased traffic, particularly industry
related*
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Outstanding Questions
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Why was the planning of the proposed 60 tonne Abalone
farm at Port Stevens rejected?*
What if something happens? Will our insurance policy cover
it?*
What will happen if Yumbah deem Port of Portland to be a
risk to their new facility and try and shut it down?*
At Kangaroo Island Yumbah objected to a port being built to
close to their operations – why then do they now wish to
build so close to one?*
Why does the company worry about introduced species at
Kangaroo Island but not here?*
Are we under different Rules and regulations in Victoria?*
Will existing sewage structure have the capacity to deal with
Yumbah waste?*
Can’t pumps go on an angle if the reef is an issue?*
What are Yumbah’s future expansion plans? Will it grow?
Will more approvals be necessary?*
Will potential pollutants from the port e.g. oil, ballast, wood
chips etc. have an effect on sensitive juvenile abalone?*
How many tonnes of concrete will be used in the
construction?*
Will there be a security fence? What type of fence*
Is there a report from Aboriginal Victoria? Is so why is it not
available to the public? *
Two of the maps have adjoining land marked 'vacant land
for future aquaculture use'. What does this mean? Why isn't
it shown on all maps?*
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Image of Henty’s Farm viewed from the hill to the west of the coastal
plains of Henty Bay. (Now called Dutton Way) . Circa. late 19C.
Photographer unknown; provided by Portland National Trust
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3. What we heard: Comments in support of the

Proposal
A number of comments made at the conference were in support of
the proposal, or were in contrast to some of the opposing
arguments. They have been listed below under each of the key
discussion themes.
Site Selection and Land Use Zoning






Some people are concerned by definition of aquaculture as
a factory. Abalone are grown not manufactured – there are
no smoke stacks*
It is not very productive agricultural land – it is covered in
water during winter*
Ocean views will not be lost*
Studies indicate this is a good site*

Noise and Odour
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(I have) experience with pump stations – there are low to no
noise emissions or vibrations*
Visited six abalone farms and noise and odour was not an
issue*
The sound of the ocean is greater than noise produced from
farms visited*
Authorities will put this through a rigorous assessment
process and ongoing assessment*
Visited abalone farms and believe they are well run and not
a noisy operation*
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Marine Ecology and Whales








We have listened to and read reports that say there is no
evidence of harm or will deter whales from Portland. We
support this project in its current location*
Confident that authorities will set standards and monitor
Yumbah*
Engineers have confirmed there is no noise vibration of
pipes*
Whales not impacted at Narrawong, likely no impact at
Nyamat*
Recreational jet skiers cause more problems for whales than
this would*
There has been an extensive flora and fauna study
conducted and Yumbah will adhere to all statutory
requirements surrounding this topic*

Socio-economics (Job Creation, Tourism, Recreation)
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It is in a great spot and will bring a lot of good things to
Portland. Will it bring a train? More people? More shops? If
yes then it should go ahead!*
Diversification of types of visitors to Dutton Way*
Training opportunities at new facility*
Increased business for caravan park*
Portland needs this*
Education opportunities for local schools/TAFE/VCAL*
Positive impact in terms of tourism and money spent as a
result*
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Good for jobs and tourism*
Alcoa will be gone within 10 years – Portland needs an
additional source of employment. The abalone farm will
provide jobs for women, and for uneducated kids*

Effluent Discharge and Biosecurity



20 years current abalone farm has always had residents
swim at site*
EPA has very stringent requirements and constantly monitor
current abalone farm*

Hydrogeology and Water Table


Drainage of water table affecting structural properties not
such an issue*

Climate Change, Sea Level Rise, Coastal Erosion and Planning
Restrictions





Some of the concerned residents should read the
information provided by EPA, Yumbah and Council*
Yumbah will maintain the sections of the wall it is
responsible for*
Cut and fill of site is minimal and excavation of the main site
are not deep excavations – civil engineering is extensive*
Designed for a sea rise of 800mm by 2070*

Visual and Landscape Amenity


Has anyone concerned with visual aesthetics ever struggled
to provide shelter for their children? 300 homeless in
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Portland. They have provided base level jobs for people who
are homeless after rental law changes a month prior to
Christmas. Do we care more about house values or
people?*
Other
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Yumbah are looking into wastewater sewage capabilities
and viability if it needs to be upgraded it will*
Site entry from Princes Highway has been assessed in the
VicRoads Traffic Management Plan – the lookout area was
determined as sufficient as it has turning lanes. The plan
outlines traffic movements along Keller Road and Dutton
Way and Yumbah traffic movements along these roads to a
minimum 2 – 7 movements a day*
Sand bypassing in port has impacted on the marine ecology
for years. Why now objecting to environmental damage by
Yumbah? It is dishonest*
Community member built the sewer outfall. It dissipates
within 100m water. The outflow will be cleaner than the
inflow (due to the settling ponds), any nutrients will be food
for the marine life*
The detrimental effect of the proposal will be minimal.
People will get used to seeing the black shade cloth. The
houses on Dutton Way were built to look at the sea, not
inland*
Have no qualms with the water going in and out of the sea.
Fish and shellfish like the movement*
It seems that some concerned residents are more
concerned about property compensation*
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4. Final comments by participants
At the conclusion of the conference, participants were invited to
state issues that were still of concern to them, as follows:







Standing 19 Century structure, known locally as the Meat House.
Gordon Stokes Nov 2018.
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In the risk assessment there are over 109 risks, some minor,
some major, and a lot of risk can’t be anticipated. The
amount of risk and damage that could be done to this area is
way too big.
My concern is about the animals and birds that inhabit this
area and the impact on them.
The EPA has a statutory timetable until 1st March to have an
answer for us. On the EPA website it states that Yumbah can
be granted extra time. If so, why was this meeting pushed for
before Christmas at such a busy time?
EPA response: We acknowledge the timeline for this is not
perfect, but we have to make a decision within four months.
It can be extended if we require further information, but our
aim is always to work within statutory timeframes. We made
a call to hold it now (rather than late January) and we will
keep in touch with those who were unable to make it
tonight. We appreciate people taking time out.
We have a proposal of this size and there is no setback, no
buffer zone for residents, at this stage it is effectively in our
front yard. I find it staggering that this can be allowed to
happen.
I want to say to Yumbah that we are not against the abalone
industry, but we are against the location. This is something
that we are being forced into and we will persevere.
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5. Conclusions
5.1

Chair’s reflections and conclusions

Over 160 community representatives registered as attending the
20B conference in addition to the 338 written submissions received
by GSC and EPA. Of these, 71% were opposed to the proposal, and
29% were supportive. While there were some in favour, the majority
of conference attendees were not supportive of the proposal, and
some were clearly outraged. The scale of concern suggests that
objection cannot be simply explained by referring to a ‘Not In My
Backyard’ paradigm.
The prevailing sentiment for those who opposed the proposal was
the unsuitability of the site. As the proposed site is rural land
adjacent to a residential area, the proximity of industry was seen as
unacceptable, particularly given possible impacts of noise, odour,
and dust, as well as impacts on tourism, amenity and groundwater
quality. Environmental concerns, particularly in relation to whales
and other marine life, were also prevalent, as were those in relation
to site drainage and the shallow water table.
Many community members did not understand or accept the
rationale for the Dutton Way site and wanted Yumbah to explain
why this site was more appropriate than other areas where the
impacts may be less. There was various feedback where community
members refuted site criteria or impact assessments provided by
the Applicant.
A lack of understanding about the proposal and its potential impacts
also led to a significant amount of community concern. The extent
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and technical nature of reports and assessments made them
inaccessible to many community members who may lack the
expertise and/or time to digest them and understand how the
proposal will (or will not) change the area.
An overall lack of genuine consultation was another common
theme. Some community members felt that they were not
adequately consulted before plan submission, with attempts at
consultation seen as being tokenistic, dismissive and/or lacking in
empathy. Presentations of technical data do not appear to have
been effective in reducing concern, and a general lack of confidence
in assessments and consultants engaged by the Applicant has
endured. In some cases, this has been exacerbated by concerns
about Yumbah’s existing operations at other sites.
The distrust of presented data extended to the call for independent
assessments or reviews of all aspects of the proposal. Many
community members were suspicious of the Applicant’s assurances
given the lack of comparable facilities, meaning that data relating to
potential impacts was perceived to be based on conjecture rather
than evidence.
Some community members were also disturbed by the apparent
inconsistency between the proposal and the purpose of the site’s
Rural Living zoning.
Some community members noted that ‘intensive animal husbandry’
is not allowed in the Rural Living Zone. There was a view that in late
2018 Glenelg Shire without consultation altered planning laws to
6

According to Glenelg Shire, it is likely that this perception relates to Amendment
VC150, a state-wide project aimed at introducing clear land use definitions and
risk-based planning controls for animal industries – see
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exclude aquaculture from the definition of ‘intensive animal
husbandry’. This perception added to community distrust of the
proposal and the decision-making process within Council, with some
thinking it signalled that approval of the proposal was a foregone
conclusion6.
Many local residents stated that they had moved to the RLZ because
they understood that the area’s amenity would be protected. There
was a significant level of concern about property devaluation, a
decline in quality of life, and negative impacts on the emotional
wellbeing of residents who fear they will be adversely affected.
The potential for job creation and the associated socio-economic
benefits was one of the few themes that were supported by
participants, including by many who opposed the proposal. This
suggests that objections to the development could be significantly
reduced if it were proposed for a site with less potential social and
environmental impacts. Many people confirmed that this was the
case.
It is reiterated that as Independent Chair of the conference and
author of this report, I neither agree nor disagree with the
comments made at the conference by community members or the
Applicant and include the comments in this report without
endorsement or judgement of them or their veracity but as a record
of the comments made at the conference.

https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browseamendments?query=vc150#Amendments--VC150
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I take this opportunity to thank participants, many of whom were
particularly passionate in their objections, for the respectful manner
in which they conducted themselves at the conference.
Going forward, it is my hope that both objectors and supporters of
the application will direct their passion towards the proposal and
the discussion and resolution of associated issues. A small
community such as Portland can suffer long-term (and possibly
irreparable) division if personal attacks are made on others solely
because they disagree about contentious matters of this nature.

Recommendations

5.2

Community concerns about this proposal are numerous and varied,
ranging from perceived direct impacts on local residents through to
those more broadly on the environment, tourism and recreation.
EPA, DELWP, GSC and the Applicant have critical roles to play in
acknowledging concerns and working with community members to
transparently and thoroughly explain how any potential impacts will
be negated.
The following recommendations are made in response to
community concerns as reported at the 20B Conference about the
proposal and are derived from suggestions made during the
conference or in submissions by those attending.
Adoption of the recommendations in this report will assist in
alleviating community concerns and improving community
engagement and relations with regulators and the Applicant.
Accordingly, my overarching recommendations are that
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due consideration is given by EPA Victoria, Glenelg Shire and
the Applicant to the recommendations contained in this
report, which reflect the issues and concerns of the
community as recorded at the conference, and
feedback is provided to submitters and conference
participants regarding the outcome of each
recommendation.
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Based on community concerns and comments raised at the
conference the following additional recommendations are made.
Prior to determination of the Works Approval Application, the
following actions should be undertaken by EPA Victoria:
1. Seek expert review of hydrogeological and groundwater
chemistry assessments to ensure that there is no risk of
groundwater contamination. Make results publicly available,
with a plain English summary.
2. Request the Applicant to provide justification for maximising the
development’s footprint and to consider providing setbacks to
enable greater separation of the proposed development from
sensitive receptors.
3. Refer the Works Approval application to DELWP with a request
to consider and verify the nature and extent of the proposal’s
possible impact on marine ecology, particularly whales. The
assessment should consider the potential effects of vibration
(including during construction), intake (suction) and outlet
(discharge, temperature variation). Publish the results with a
plain English summary.
4. Verify, through expert assessment, the nature and extent of
potential noise, odour, dust (including silica) and effluent
discharge and the likely ability of Yumbah to keep these within
SEPP, NIRV and other regulated limits, including during abnormal
conditions (e.g. plant breakdown, blackouts, extreme winds
etc.). Make results publicly available, with a plain English
summary.
5. Request the Applicant to clarify in detail how it will manage
potential environmental risks in the event of a significant event
requiring a temporary or permanent shutdown of operations
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(e.g. due to disease, fire, offshore pollution, lack of cash flow or
liquidity).
6. Request the Applicant to clarify how it proposes to
decommission the farm, and the end state it proposes to return
the site to in the future. Furthermore, consider requiring a
Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan as a condition in the
Works Approval and/or licence.
7. Request the Applicant to develop plain English, transparent, fact
sheets about the proposal, answering relevant outstanding
questions, as detailed in this report. Efforts should be made to
ensure the documents are not written from a public relations
perspective but are developed with the purpose of building
community understanding. In particular, the following should be
explained:
7.1. The rationale for proposing the development at this
location given the concerns that community members have
expressed,
7.2. Potential nighttime lighting impacts,
7.3. How noise, vibration, odour, dust (including silica) and
effluent discharge will be managed to ensure compliance
with regulated limits (including management of waste and
sediment),
7.4. Job and training opportunities and projections, including
any initiatives to favour local skills,
7.5. How site hydrology/drainage will be managed,
particularly with regard to the shallow water table,
frequent site flooding, the presence of the natural spring,
protection of groundwater quality etc,
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7.6. The nature and timing of works to the rock seawall, and
how residences will be protected from inundation or storm
surges during construction,
7.7. How impacts of the intake/outlet pipes will be managed
during construction and operation, including impacts on
recreation (e.g. swimming, fishing), marine ecology (e.g.
temperature, nutrients, suction) and coastal dynamics
(movement of sand, how the pipes will be kept covered),
7.8. Side elevation/modelling to show what the completed
facility will look like.
8. Request the Applicant to justify extrapolation of data in
modelling of potential impacts given there is no comparable
facility.
9. Request the Applicant to provide consideration of the potential
for the proposal to affect (and be affected by) Port of Portland
sand bypassing operations and any future construction of
groynes along the foreshore at Dutton Way.
Prior to determination of the Planning Permit Application, the
following actions should be undertaken by Glenelg Shire:
10. Refer the application to DELWP with a request to consider and
verify the nature and extent of the proposal’s possible impact on
marine ecology, particularly whales. The assessment should
consider the potential effects of vibration (including during
construction), intake (suction) and outlet (discharge,
temperature variation). Publish the results with a plain English
summary.
11. Require a Transport Impact Assessment that includes
11.1. local access for emergency services,
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11.2. assessment of traffic movements into, out of and within
the site, including transport routes, number of traffic
movements and hours,
11.3. analysis of likely traffic impacts (noise, odour and
congestion) on the residential area, and
11.4. necessary road safety measures (such as signage, road
marking/widening etc)
12. Make the Cultural Heritage Management Plan publicly available.
13. Require a Heritage Assessment to ascertain significance of
remaining buildings on the site.
Should the Works Approval Application be approved, the following
actions should be undertaken by EPA Victoria:
14. Require (through a condition in the Works Approval and/or
licence) the Applicant to develop and implement a Construction
Environmental Management Plan that includes transparent
publication of noise, dust, odour and groundwater monitoring
data in an easily understood format that demonstrates
compliance (or otherwise). This must include monitoring during
the plant commissioning period.
15. Engage an EPA-accredited auditor to verify compliance during
plant commissioning. Publish the results in an easily understood
format.
16. Require the development and ongoing implementation of a
Community Complaints Response Plan as a condition in the
Works Approval and/or Licence.
17. Develop an ongoing and authentic community engagement
vehicle (such as a Community Reference Committee) that has a
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clear Terms of Reference and enables transparent sharing of
information and discussion of current and emerging issues and
community concerns (with the aim of resolution). This would
include input into ongoing design aspects with the purpose of
alleviating reasonable community concerns. The Committee
should be facilitated by an independent professional facilitator
with expertise in working with outrage.
18. Require (through a condition in the Works Approval and/or
licence) the Applicant to fund the appointment of an EPAaccredited auditor to provide ongoing technical assistance to the
Community Reference Committee.
19. Ensure that the odour and noise level guarantees during
construction, commissioning and ongoing operation are
enforced.
Should the Planning Permit Application be approved, the following
actions should be undertaken by Glenelg Shire:
20. Require (through a condition in the planning permit) screening
of the site through environmentally sensitive onsite and
boundary planting (and other screening measures) with
requirements for maintenance and consideration given to
residents at elevated locations, neighbouring residents and users
of the Great South-West Walk.
21. Require (through a condition in the planning permit)
specification of lighting and hours of construction/operation to
minimise offsite impacts at night.
22. Consider the inclusion of a legally enforceable planning permit
condition (or a 173 Agreement if the desired functional outcome
cannot be secured by a planning permit condition) requiring
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22.1. Development of a Decommissioning and Rehabilitation
Plan,
22.2. Return of the site to an agreed site or land use, and
22.3. Implementation of the Decommissioning and
Rehabilitation Plan within agreed timeframes.
23. Explain to community members:
23.1. the purposes of the Rural Living Zone and the extent to
which the proposal complies,
23.2. the extent to which the proposal complies with the
Victorian Coastal Strategy, and
23.3. the rationale for limiting development in the residential
area while enabling the proposal to proceed.
Should the Planning Permit Application be approved, the following
actions should be undertaken by the Applicant:
24. Engage directly and genuinely with potential neighbours in the
Dutton Way area to better understand concerns and resolve
issues. This should include a site tour of the existing Narrawong
site to help build a better understanding of the realities of site
operations. Any engagement should be facilitated by someone
with expertise in community engagement and working with
outrage.
Regardless of whether the Works Approval Application is approved
or rejected, the following actions should be undertaken by EPA
Victoria:
25. Make this report available to all conference attendees.
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Regardless of whether the Planning Permit Application is approved
or rejected, the following action should be undertaken by Glenelg
Shire:
26. Explain the implications of the State Government’s Amendment
VC150 to planning scheme definitions concerning animal
industries, including whether these had any impact on the
likelihood of the application to be approved.
27. Make the Planning Permit Assessment Report publicly available
following Council deliberation of this application.
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Appendix: Conference Agenda

